
Chapter 1

Inference in Graphical Models

In an increasingly connected and automated world, machines that are capable of learning and

reasoning have moved from the realm of science fiction into that of practical necessity. There

are an increasing number of situations where machine reasoning is the only form of reasoning

that makes practical and economic sense. The commercial case is clear: machine reasoning

is cheaper, more consistent, faster and available for longer hours than the human equivalent.

The only limitation is on the capabilities of the machines – and there is growing economic

pressure to push back these boundaries. Where, historically, the industrial revolution was

about augmenting or replacing human labour with machine labour, we are on the verge

of an inference revolution where machine reasoning augments or replaces human reasoning.

Whilst the information revolution has been about communication, processing and storing

of information, the inference revolution will be about learning and reasoning and hence the

creation of new information.

Aside from economic arguments in favour of machine reasoning, there are many situations

where human reasoning cannot be applied for practical reasons. There are times when there

is too much information for a human to cope with, like reasoning about all the documents on

the world wide web or interpreting the human gene sequence. Or there may be no humans

available, such as when controlling a Mars rover or flying a spy plane over hostile territory.

In addition, there are security applications where machines are preferable as they cannot be

bribed or threatened, have no self-interest and are constantly alert. Some applications, like

sorting post, benefit greatly from the speed at which a computer can reason and there are

also tasks which humans would prefer not to do themselves, like filtering out junk email.

Finally, in the domain of Human-Computer Interaction machine reasoning has the potential

to transform the way we interact with our computers.

In all the applications areas mentioned above, some form of machine reasoning is already

beginning to be used. Before an inference revolution can occur, however, we will need general

purpose inference systems that can quickly be adapted (or self-adapt) to particular appli-

cations. This thesis is concerned with developing an inference framework, which is able to

reason automatically about a range of domains. I illustrate this by showing how it can be
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readily applied to problems in machine vision and bioinformatics. I hope that this framework

may provide the first step towards a general purpose inference system that will enable the

widespread use of machine-based reasoning.

1.1 Learning Machines

We are interested in making machines that can learn and reason. In order to do this, we have

to find answers to the following fundamental questions:

1. How can a machine learn a representation of a system?

2. What form should this representation take?

3. How can we use it to make predictions or reason about the system?

There have been many different approaches to answering these questions. One approach,

which was popular in early Artificial Intelligence research, is to represent knowledge by a set

of rules. Reasoning is then carried out by applying formal logic [?]. Typically, such systems

cannot learn by themselves: instead humans are required to add or update the rules. A

well known example of a rule-based system is the enormous CYC Knowledge Base [?] which

contains over 60,000 rules (all of which were entered by hand!).

Unfortunately, such systems have not proven successful. Because each rule is taken to be

absolutely true, there is no way to handle noisy observations, no way to resolve conflicting

rules and no way to recover if a rule is in error. In short, there is no representation of the

uncertainty in the rules and the corresponding conclusions. Ad-hoc methods of introducing

‘evidence’ for each conclusion has allowed limited success in highly constrained environments,

such as the MYCIN medical diagnosis system [?]. To make real progress, however, a rigorous

way to represent uncertainty throughout the system is required.

1.2 Representing Uncertainty

A method for representing uncertainty must use more than just true or false values. It

must have a way of stating how much the system believes that a particular statement is true.

This can be achieved by using a continuous range of values to represent the belief, with true

and false corresponding to the extrema of this range. ? laid down the axioms for probability

theory which uses probabilities to provide a mathematically rigorous way of representing

degrees of belief. A probability P (X = x) is a degree of belief that a discrete variable X has

value x. A probability distribution P (x) is a function that returns the probability that X = x

and is defined such that:

P (x) ≥ 0 (1.1)
∑

x

P (x) = 1, (1.2)
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which simply means that probabilities cannot be negative and that the total probability of

all possible values of X is one (as it must have some value). If X is a continuous variable

then P (x) becomes a probability density which obeys

∫

x

P (x) dx = 1, (1.3)

where P (x) dx is the probability that X lies between x and x + dx.

A conditional probability P (x | y) is the probability that X = x given that Y = y. A

joint probability P (x, y) is the probability that both X = x and Y = y. These definitions

both extend to probability densities. The relationship between the conditional and joint

probabilities is given by

P (x | y)P (y) = P (x, y) = P (y |x)P (x). (1.4)

This can be rearranged to give Bayes’s theorem, first stated by Rev. T. ?,

P (y |x) =
P (x | y)P (y)

P (x)
. (1.5)

Bayes’s theorem is an important result because it tells us how to update our prior belief P (y)

to a posterior belief P (y |x) when we make the observation that X is equal to x.

Probability theory provides an alternative to using rules when answering our three funda-

mental questions. In a probabilistic approach, the representation of a system is a probabilistic

model and learning and reasoning are then achieved by performing probabilistic inference

within this model. In the rest of this chapter, I define what a probabilistic model is; describe

several types of probabilistic model; explain how to learn a probabilistic model from observed

data and give a number of ways of reasoning within a model by performing probabilistic

inference.

1.3 Probabilistic Models

A probabilistic model H consists of:

• a sample space: a set of all possible outcomes of an event. For example, this could

be the set of all possible configurations of a system with variables X = {X1, X2, . . . }.

• a probability distribution: a function which assigns a probability P (X = x) to

each possible outcome x in the sample space, such that the probabilities sum to unity.

Strictly speaking, the probability distribution P (X) should be written as P (X |H) as

it is the probability distribution over X given that we believe the model H to be true.

For compactness, this conditioning on the model is usually omitted.

Thus, a probabilistic model encodes our belief of how likely it is that the system is in any

particular state.
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Example 1.1: A Table-based Probabilistic Model

Consider the case of a system with n binary variables X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn}.

The sample space is the set of all possible configurations of these variables and

thus contains 2n possible outcomes. A simple way of specifying the distribution

P (X1, . . . , Xn) over these outcomes would be to use a table with 2n entries con-

taining the probabilities of each outcome. Clearly, such a table would be unfeasibly

large for any but the smallest values of n.

Many real world problems have hundreds or thousands of variables. For example, a colour

image from a digital camera contains many millions of measurements (three for every pixel).

To define probabilistic models for these systems requires a much more compact representation

than a table. We can make considerable savings if we can decompose the full joint distribution

into a product of factors, each a function of small subsets of variables. To see how this can

be done, consider the following example:

Example 1.2: Building a Lie Detector

Suppose we wanted to build a lie detecting machine to determine if a suspect is

guilty of a crime. Let the binary variable G be true if the suspect is guilty. We will

ask the suspect if he committed the crime and record the yes/no response R and

let L represent whether the suspect is lying. The principle behind lie detectors is

that most people will become stressed when attempting to deceive another person

and that this can be detected by examining their physiological reaction. Let S be

whether the suspect is stressed and B be some bio-physical measurements (heart

rate, respiratory rate, skin resistance etc.). We can use the chain rule to write

down a joint probability distribution over these five variables.

P (G, L, R, S, B) = P (G)P (L |G)P (R |G, L)P (S |G, L, R)P (B |G, L, R, S).

(1.6)

We assume that the suspect’s stress levels depend only on whether he is lying

and so P (S |G, L, R) can be simplified to P (S |L). Similarly, we assume that

the bio-physical measurements depend only on whether the suspect is stressed, so

P (B |G, L, R, S) reduces to P (B |S). Now we can rewrite our joint distribution

as a product of factors each involving only a small subset of the variables:

P (G, L, R, S, B) = P (G)P (L |G)P (R |G, L)P (S |L)P (B |S). (1.7)

In this example, we have exploited conditional independencies between variables in the model

to factorise the joint distribution. The set of all such independencies defines the dependency

structure of the model and the corresponding factorisation that can be applied to the joint

distribution. Note that the dependency structure of the model only tells us which variables
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appear in each factor. A full specification of the model would require each factor function (in

this case, each conditional probability distribution) to be defined.

A vivid way to visualise a model’s dependency structure is to use a graph to show which

variables are directly dependent on each other. This had led to the widespread use of proba-

bilistic models based on graphs, known as graphical models.

1.4 Graphical Models

A graph consists of a set of nodes and a set of edges that connect some pairs of nodes. In a

graphical model, the graph represents a probabilistic model where the nodes correspond to

variables, and edges show dependencies between variables. There are various types of graph-

ical model which represent the dependency structure in different ways, including Bayesian

networks [?], factor graphs [?], Markov random fields [?] and chain graphs [?].

In addition to providing a visual representation of a probabilistic model, graphs can be

represented by simple data structures and lead to efficient, decomposable algorithms.

1.4.1 Bayesian networks

In a Bayesian network, dependency structure is represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG)

– a graph where the edges are directed (marked with arrows) and there are no cycles (no

closed paths following the directions of the edges). The edges are taken to represent causal

relationships between the variables corresponding to the parent and child nodes.

In the lie detector example, the joint probability distribution was decomposed as a product

of factors, each of the form P (X |Y1, Y2, . . . ). In a Bayesian network, each such factor is repre-

sented by making Y1, Y2, . . . the parents of X in the graph. It follows from Equation 1.7 that

the dependency structure of the lie detector example is represented by the Bayesian network

shown in Figure 1.1. It is reasonable to suggest that most people would find such a graph-

ical representation much more compelling and easier to understand than the corresponding

decomposed joint distribution.

The edges in a Bayesian network represent conditional independence relationships in that

G S

BR

L

Figure 1.1: A Bayesian network corresponding to the probabilistic model used in the lie
detector example on page 4. The variables are: G the guilt of the suspect, L whether the
suspect is lying, R the subject’s response, S whether the subject is stressed and B the subject’s
bio-physical measurements.
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each variable is independent of all ancestor variables conditioned on the state of its parents.

For example, knowing a subject’s biophysiological state tells us nothing about whether he is

lying if we already know he is stressed. That is, B is independent of L conditioned on S.

For a general Bayesian network, the joint probability distribution is written as a product

of the distributions for each variable, conditioned on the states of its parent variables:

P (X1, . . . , Xn) =
n∏

i=1

P (Xi | pai). (1.8)

1.4.2 Factor graphs

A factor graph [?] is a form of graphical model that explicitly represents how the joint

probability decomposes into a product of factor functions. In addition to having a node

for each variable, a factor graph also contains a node for each factor function (shown as

small black squares). Edges are used to connect each such function node to the variables the

function depends on. Each edge therefore only connects nodes of different types.

The joint distribution of a general factor graph is given by:

P (X1, . . . , Xn) =
1

Z

∏

i

Ψi(ci). (1.9)

In this equation, each ci is the small subset of variables that the corresponding factor function

Ψi depends on. The normalisation constant Z is chosen to ensure that the distribution sums

to unity, as required.

Equation 1.8 has the same form as Equation 1.9 and so the joint distribution for any

Bayesian network can be represented by a factor graph (this is also true for Markov random

fields, see ?). A Bayesian network may be converted to a factor graph by creating a function

node for each variable node Xi and connecting it to that node and all its parents. The function

Ψi associated with the function node is then the conditional probability P (Xi | pai). A factor

graph for the lie detector example is shown in Figure 1.2a.

(a)

G L S

BR

P(R|G,L)

P(G) P(L|G) P(S|L)

P(B|S)

(b)

G L S

BR

P(R|G,L)

P(G) P(S|L)

P(B|S)P(L|G)

Figure 1.2: (a) A factor graph corresponding to the probabilistic model used in the lie detector.
The Bayesian network of Figure 1.1 can be converted to this factor graph by creating a
function node for each variable node and connecting it to that node and all its parents.
(b) An equivalent factor graph which leads to the same joint probability distribution, but in
which there are no cycles.

This method gives a factor graph corresponding to the given Bayesian network. It is not
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the only such factor graph because function nodes can be combined as needed, for example,

to eliminate cycles in the graph. Figure 1.2b shows an alternate factor graph for the lie

detector in which the cycle has been removed by combining two function nodes P (L |G) and

P (R |G, L).

1.4.3 Form of local functions

The dependency structure of a model does not dictate the form of the local functions, that

is, exactly how dependent variables depend on each other. To complete the definition of a

graphical model, each local function must be defined.

For a Bayesian network, the local functions are the conditional probabilities P (Xi | pai).

Frequently, probability distributions are chosen to be Gibbs distributions, defined as

P (X) =
1

Z
exp

[
−E(X)

T

]

(1.10)

where E is an energy function, T is a temperature and Z is a normalisation constant. Gibbs

distributions are used in statistical physics to model the probability of a system being in

state X when its energy as a function of state is E(X). When used in the context of machine

learning, the temperature parameter is normally set to be 1.

Many commonly used distributions, including the Gaussian, Gamma, Binomial, Poisson

and discrete distributions, belong to a family of Gibbs distributions known as the exponential

family [?, pp.197–202]. The form of a distribution in the exponential family is

P (X |Y) = exp[φ(Y)Tu(X) + f(X) + g(Y)] (1.11)

where Y is a vector of parameters. The vector φ(Y) is called the natural parameter vector as

it provides a consistent way of parameterising all exponential family distributions. Similarly,

u(X) is called the natural statistic vector. The quantity g(Y) acts as a normalisation factor

and equals − log Z. For example, a Gaussian distribution may be expressed in this form1 as

N (x |µ, γ−1) = exp





[

γµ

−γ
2

]T [

x

x2

]

+ 0 +
1

2
(log γ − γµ2 − log 2π)



 . (1.12)

Suppose we have a conditional distribution P (X |Y ) and X is the parent of another variable

W . The distribution P (X |Y ) is said to be conjugate if it has the same functional form, with

respect to X, as P (W |X). This property simplifies the application of Bayes’s theorem, as

will be shown later. If P (X |Y ) is in the exponential family form of Equation 1.11, then

conjugacy means that P (W |X) can be written as

P (W |X) = exp[ψ(W )Tu(X) + h(W )], (1.13)

1In this equation for the Gaussian distribution, γ is the inverse variance, also known as the precision. In
the standard notation, σ2 = 1/γ. Precisions will be used instead of variances throughout this thesis.
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for some definition of the functions ψ(W ) and h(W ).

A model where all the conditional distributions are both conjugate and in the exponential

family is known as a conjugate-exponential model.

1.5 Learning a Probabilistic Model

Rather than specifying a probabilistic model explicitly ourselves, we want to learn a probabilis-

tic model of a system directly from some observations of that system. Learning a probabilistic

model consists of two stages: model fitting and model selection.

1.5.1 Model fitting

Suppose we have a probabilistic model H which defines a distribution P (X) over a set of

variables X. The set X is divided into model parameters θ and observed data D. During

model fitting, we assume that the model H is true and aim to learn the parameters given the

observed data. Applying Bayes’s theorem gives

posterior
︷ ︸︸ ︷

P (θ |D,H) =

likelihood
︷ ︸︸ ︷

P (D |θ,H)

prior
︷ ︸︸ ︷

P (θ |H)

P (D |H)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

evidence

, (1.14)

which allows us to update our prior belief about the model parameters P (θ |H) to a posterior

belief P (θ |D,H) given the data D. In this way, the parameters of the model have been learnt

from the data. The likelihood function P (D |θ,H) simply defines how likely the observed

data are given a particular setting of the model parameters θ. The evidence P (D |H) is the

probability of the data given the choice of model (i.e. the evidence for that model). Learning

the parameters of a model in this way is an example of Bayesian inference, which will be

described further in Section 1.6

1.5.2 Model selection

The task of model selection is to determine which of a number of models H1 . . .HN is most

plausible given the data. Again, we apply Bayes’s theorem:

P (Hi |D) =
P (D |Hi)P (Hi)

P (D)
(1.15)

The prior over models P (Hi) must be selected subjectively. If there is no reason to favour one

model over another, it is often chosen to be a uniform distribution, in which case the models

can be ranked by their evidence P (D |Hi).

We can therefore learn a probabilistic model by proposing a number of models H1 . . .HN ,

fitting them to the data and ranking them by their evidence. It is possible to generate new
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models automatically from a constrained set of models and find which model has the highest

posterior probability. This is an example of structure learning as the dependency structure

of the model is being learned (as opposed to just the model parameters).

1.6 Bayesian Inference

Suppose we have learned a probabilistic model H with variables X and wish to use it to

reason about the system it is modelling. A subset of the variables D are observed to have

values d. The remaining variables H are known as hidden or latent variables. These latent

variables may correspond to actual events that were simply not observed or that have not yet

occurred, or they may be fictional – introduced just to improve the representational power of

the model.

The task of reasoning or making predictions about the values of some of the latent variables

Z ⊆ H then corresponds to finding the conditional distribution P (Z |D = d), also known as

a marginal distribution as it involves integrating (marginalising) out the variables in H which

are not in Z. The process of computing this posterior is termed Bayesian inference (see ? for

an excellent introduction to a range of Bayesian inference methods).

Let us assume for now that all variables in our model are discrete. Superficially, the

calculation of posterior conditionals appears straightforward, given that the overall joint dis-

tribution is supplied by our model. Note that:

P (Z |D = d) =
P (Z,D = d)

∑

Z
P (Z,D = d)

(1.16)

so we can compute P (Z,D = d) for all possible values of Z and then normalise to get

P (Z |D = d). The distribution P (Z,D = d) can be found by summing the overall joint

distribution over all possible configurations of the remaining latent variables W (those which

are in H but not in Z):

P (Z,D = d) =
∑

W

P (W,Z,D = d) (1.17)

It is this marginalisation that can cause difficulties because the number of possible config-

urations will scale exponentially with the size of W. For example, if W contains n binary

variables then the number of configurations will be 2n which would be intractable for large

values of n. Additionally, computational complexity problems can occur if the dimensionality

of Z is large.

The evaluation of this marginal distribution can be made more efficient by exploiting the

dependency structure in the model. One technique for achieving this is variable elimination.

1.6.1 Variable elimination

Consider again the lie detector example, whose Bayesian network is shown in Figure 1.1 on

page 5. Suppose we observe the response of the subject R to be r and find the values of
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bio-physical measurements B to be b. The variable of interest is the subject’s guilt G and

so we want to find the conditional distribution P (G |R = r, B = b). Following the method

above, we marginalise out L and S from the joint distribution in Equation 1.7:

P (G, R = r, B = b) =
∑

L

∑

S

P (G, L, S, R = r, B = b) (1.18)

=
∑

L

∑

S

P (G)P (L |G)P (R = r |G, L)P (S |L)P (B = b |S) (1.19)

The summations over L and S can be moved to the right

P (G, R = r, B = b) = P (G)
∑

L

P (L |G)P (R = r |G, L)
∑

S

P (S |L)P (B = b |S).(1.20)

This process is called variable elimination because each summation eliminates one variable

and replaces it with a function. For example, the summation over S eliminates all the terms

in S from the equation.

Exploiting the dependency structure using variable elimination can significantly reduce

the amount of computation that is required: the number of additions scales exponentially

with the size of the largest factor function rather than exponentially in the total number of

unobserved variables2.

The computations performed in variable elimination consist of products of local factor

functions and summations over local variables. If the graphical model is a tree, all these

computations can be performed locally within the graph. This allows the use of a message

passing algorithm in which the results of one local computation are summarised in a message

(typically a short real-valued vector) and passed along an edge to be used in another local

computation.

The first method developed to use a message passing algorithm for probabilistic inference

was named belief propagation and was developed independently by ? and ? [??].

1.6.2 Belief propagation

In the belief propagation (BP) algorithm, the message passed from a node i to another node

j can be interpreted as the node i’s belief about which state node j is in. For example, if Xj

is a discrete node then this would be a vector of the same dimensionality as Xj with each

element being proportional to how much node i believes node j to be in the corresponding

state.

The belief propagation algorithm was originally defined on Bayesian networks. However,

it can also be applied in a slightly different form to factor graphs (when it is known as the

Sum-Product algorithm [??]), which leads to simpler definitions for the messages. In the Sum-

2The computational saving is not apparent in this small example where the number of variables we are
marginalising over is the same as the size of the largest factor function. However, in real models with hundreds
of variables, inference is typically not computationally tractable without exploiting dependency structure.
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Product algorithm, the message from an unobserved variable node Xi to a function node fj

is defined as:

mXi→fj
=

∏

k∈nei\j

mfk→Xi
(1.21)

where nei is the set of neighbours of node Xi. Thus, the message sent to a neighbouring

function node is just the product of the messages received from all other neighbours (or a

combination of the beliefs each neighbour has about the state of Xi). If the variable Xi is

observed to have value xi then the message is simply

mXi→fj
= δ(Xi |xi), (1.22)

where δ(Xi |xi) is 1 if Xi = xi and 0 otherwise. The message from a function node fi to a

variable node Xj is

mfi→Xj
=
∑

nei\j

fi(nei )
∏

k∈nei\j

mXk→fi
, (1.23)

which can be interpreted as the belief in Xj that is consistent with the local function fi given

the beliefs in the state of all the other variables that the function depends on.

The algorithm is defined on singly-connected graphs (i.e. trees). Message passing takes

place in two phases: CollectEvidence and DistributeEvidence, both of which operate with

respect to a root node Xr. In CollectEvidence, messages are passed toward the root: each

node sends a message towards the root node as soon as it is able to (as soon as it has received

messages on all other edges). During DistributeEvidence, messages pass away from the

root node in the exact reverse way so that, after both phases, a message has passed in both

directions over every edge in the graph. At this point, the distribution over a variable Xi,

conditioned on the observed variables D = d, is computed from the product of all messages

received at that node,

P (Xi |D = d) =
1

Z

∏

j∈nei

mfj→Xi
, (1.24)

where Z normalises the distribution (as in Equation 1.16).

To understand this algorithm in more detail, consider applying it to the singly-connected

lie detector factor graph of Figure 1.2b, with node G as the root node. Firstly, we apply

CollectEvidence as shown in Figure 1.3a–c. Nodes corresponding to observed variables are

shown shaded.

(a) Initially, only nodes connected to just one edge can send a message: R, B and fG. Both

R and B are observed and so their outgoing messages are delta functions. The message

from fG is simply the corresponding local function P (G).
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G L

R

S

B

P(G)

fR

fG

δ(R|r)

fS

fB

δ(B|b)

(a)

G L

R

S

B

P(b|S)

P(b|S)

fR

fG fS

fB

(b)

mfS→L

G L

R

S

B

fG fS

fB

(c)

mL→fR

fR
mfR→G

Figure 1.3: (a)-(c) Messages passed during the CollectEvidence phase of belief propagation
as applied to the lie detector factor graph, with G as the root node. The nodes corresponding
to the observed variables R and B are shown shaded.

(b) Each node that has received messages on all edges except the one towards G can send

out a message on that edge. First fB sends out a message
∑

B P (B |S)δ(B | b) which

just equals P (B = b |S). Then S sends a message to fS which is equal to the message

received from fB (as there is only one term in the product in Equation 1.21). The

function node fS is consequently able to send the function-to-variable message

mfS→L =
∑

S

P (S |L)P (B = b |S). (1.25)

(c) Finally, the node L sends out the same message it received mL→fR
= mfS→L allowing

node fR to send the message

mfR→G =
∑

L

P (L |G)P (R = r |G, L)mL→fR
. (1.26)

At this point, the root node G has received its full complement of incoming messages and

so we can use Equation 1.24 to calculate P (G |R = r, B = b) as being proportional to the

product of these messages

P (G |R = r, B = b) =
1

Z
mfG→GmfR→G

=
1

Z
P (G)

∑

L

P (L |G)P (R = r |G, L)mL→fR

∝ P (G)
∑

L

P (L |G)P (R = r |G, L)
∑

S

P (S |L)P (B = b |S).(1.27)

This is the same answer as given by variable elimination (Equation 1.20) but found using
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G L

R

S

B

P(G)
fG fS

fB

fR

(a)

G L

R

S

B

fG fS

fB

fR

(b)

mfR→L

G L

R

S

B

fG fS

fB

fR

(c)

mL→fS
mfS→S

Figure 1.4: (a)-(c) Messages passed during DistributeEvidence. Messages marked with
crosses are not computed as they are not needed to find the posterior over the latent variables.

only local computations and messages sent along edges of the factor graph.

To find the posterior distributions over the remaining latent variables L and S, the

DistributeEvidence phase must be completed, as shown in Figure 1.4a–c. As only mes-

sages into latent variables are needed, messages sent to observed nodes or singly-connected

function nodes like fG need not be computed.

(a) Messages are sent in the reverse direction and reverse order to previously and so we

start with the messages sent from the root G. The message to fG is not computed. The

message to fR is just P (G).

(b) The message from fR to R is not needed because R is observed. The message from fR

to L is

mfR→L =
∑

G

P (G)P (L |G)P (R = r |G, L). (1.28)

(c) This message is propagated on through L to fS . The message from fS to S is

mfS→S =
∑

L

P (S |L)mL→fS
. (1.29)

The remaining messages mS→fB
and mfB→B are not computed since B is observed. The
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posterior distributions over L and S can be found using Equation 1.24,

P (L |R = r, B = b) =
1

Z
mfR→LmfS→L

∝
∑

G

P (G)P (L |G)P (R = r |G, L)
∑

S

P (S |L)P (B = b |S) (1.30)

P (S |R = r, B = b) =
1

Z
mfB→SmfS→S

∝ P (B = b |S)
∑

L

P (S |L)
∑

G

P (G)P (L |G)P (R = r |G, L).(1.31)

These are identical to the marginal posterior distributions that would be calculated using

variable elimination. Belief propagation has provided marginal posterior distributions for all

the latent variables in the graph in an efficient manner, using only local calculations and

message passing.

The regular message-passing orderings imposed by Collect- and DistributeEvidence

provide just one method of performing belief propagation. It is possible to use more flexible

message passing schemes (see also ?, pp. 34–35) in which:

• The network is initialised by performing CollectEvidence and DistributeEvidence

with no observations. This initialises the marginals to the a priori probabilities.

• When an observation is made at a node, messages are created and propagated outwards

(as if the node was the root in DistributeEvidence).

• Messages can be buffered so that a node can wait for several messages to be received

before sending its own messages.

1.6.3 Inference in graphs with cycles

Belief propagation will perform exact inference only if the graph is singly-connected. However,

there are other methods that allow inference in graphs with cycles.

Loopy Belief Propagation

Whilst belief propagation is only guaranteed to converge to give exact posterior marginals if

the graph is singly-connected, it can be applied to graphs with cycles (in which case messages

propagate continually around the loops3). This loopy belief propagation (LBP) will generally

only give an approximate answer and convergence is not guaranteed. However, LBP has been

applied successfully in channel coding [????]. Recently, machine learning researchers have

made some progress by considering LBP as finding fixed points in the Bethe free energy [??].

3The presence of loops means that the order in which messages are sent can affect the result. The need to
specify such an ordering further complicates the use of loopy belief propagation.
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Conversion to a Cluster Tree

Alternatively, if we can convert a graph with cycles into an equivalent acyclic graph then

standard belief propagation can be applied. Cycles can be removed by combining appropriate

clusters of variables into new compound variables.

Example 1.3: Removing a cycle by clustering two variables

Consider the Bayesian network of Figure 1.5a and corresponding cyclic factor

graph Figure 1.5b. The set of variables {B, C} can be clustered into a new com-

pound variable so as to produce the singly-connected factor graph of Fig. 1.5c.

If B and C are discrete variables with m and n states respectively then the new

compound variable has mn states.

B

A

D

C

A

P(A)

D

P(B|A)P(C|A)

P(D|B,C)

B

A

CP(D|B,C)

P(C|A)

P(A)

P(B|A)

D

(a) (c)

B,C{     }

(b)

Figure 1.5: (a) A Bayesian network. (b) The corresponding cyclic factor graph. (c) The
singly-connected factor graph created by combining the variables B and C into a two-variable
cluster corresponding to a new compound variable.

Cutset conditioning

Cutset conditioning [?] provides another method for performing inference in multiply-connected

graphs. It works by reducing a multiply-connected graph into a number of conditioned singly-

connected graphs, each corresponding to a particular instantiation of a set of variables known

as the cutset. To perform exact inference, inference must be performed separately in each of

these singly-connected graphs. It follows that the computation for cutset conditioning scales

exponentially in the size of the cutset and so exact cutset conditioning is not tractable for

many models. Where this is the case, there are methods (for example, ?) for approximating

the exact answer by examining only some configurations of the cutset. However, such ap-

proximations have given good results only for graphs that are ‘nearly singly-connected’ and

the method is unlikely to provide solutions for dense multiply-connected graphs.
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1.6.4 Tractability of exact probabilistic inference

In belief propagation, the computation scales at worst exponentially with the size of the

largest local function. When multiply-connected graphs are converted to singly-connected

cluster trees, the introduction of the clusters removes some of the structure in the model and

hence increases the computation required. Taken to the extreme, grouping all the variables

together into a single cluster would remove any advantage given by the dependency structure

of the model and reduce to the (usually intractable) situation of manipulating the full joint

probability.

In practice, in many cases, it is computationally intractable to perform exact inference in

either the singly-connected graph equivalent to one’s model or using cutset conditioning. In

fact, ? and ? have shown that, in general, probabilistic inference in Bayesian networks is

NP-hard. Another problem to consider is when the variables are continuous rather than dis-

crete. Bayesian inference then requires calculating marginals over continuous latent variables,

leading to an integral form of Equation 1.17,

P (Z,D = d) =

∫

W

P (W,Z,D = d) dW (1.32)

and similar integrals in the messages of belief propagation algorithms. The integrals are typ-

ically high-dimensional, non-linear and, with some exceptions (for example ?), non-analytic.

The intractability of exact inference in both discrete and continuous models has led to

the development of a number of approximate inference techniques. These involve the use of

algorithms that compute either approximations to the posterior or approximate expectations

of functions under the posterior. Approximate inference methods include sampling methods

and variational inference.

1.7 Sampling Methods

Instead of trying to determine the posterior exactly, sampling methods only attempt to obtain

a number of samples from it (see ? for an introduction to sampling techniques). If enough

independent samples {Hi}
S
i=1 ∼ P (H |D) can be obtained, an expectation under P (H |D)

can be approximated with a finite sum across the set of samples:

〈f(H)〉P (H |D) ≈
1

S

S∑

i=1

f(Hi). (1.33)

In the limit S → ∞, this approximation is guaranteed to converge to the exact value.

The challenge lies in finding a suitably representative set of a samples. The most widely-

used techniques lie in the family of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods [?] which

involve creating Markov chains that converge to the desired distribution. The simplest MCMC

algorithm is Gibbs sampling which has been successfully applied to Bayesian networks [??] as
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well as other graphical models [??]. In Gibbs sampling, each successive state H(k) is selected

by modifying a single variable in the previous state H(k−1). As this modification depends

only on local variables in the graph, Gibbs sampling lends itself to graph-based models. This

property has enabled the development of BUGS (Bayesian inference Using Gibbs Sampling)

by ?: a software package that allows Gibbs sampling to be performed automatically in almost

arbitrary graphical models.

MCMC methods are computationally intensive, stochastic and have the problem that it is

difficult to determine if the Markov chain has converged on the posterior distribution. In other

words, it is hard to determine whether our samples are truly representative of the posterior.

As algorithms such as Gibbs sampling take a random walk in the parameter space, it can

take an extremely long time to move from one posterior mode to another. For these reasons,

I will focus instead on an alternative approximate inference method: variational inference.

1.8 Variational Inference

Variational inference [????] is an approximate inference method that is deterministic (unlike

sampling methods) and aims to optimise directly the accuracy of the approximate posterior

distribution. Variational inference is also known as variational free energy minimisation or

ensemble learning.

Historically, variational methods have been used as approximate methods in a number

of fields including statistical mechanics [?], statistics [?], quantum mechanics [?], and finite

element analysis [?]. Broadly speaking, the aim of variational approximation is to convert

a complex problem into a simpler problem by decoupling degrees of freedom in the original

problem. This decoupling is achieved by the addition of extra parameters, known as varia-

tional parameters. When applied to inference, this corresponds to using an approximating

distribution that has a simpler dependency structure than that of the exact solution. The idea

is that, conditioned on the observed data, certain latent variables may become approximately

independent.

In variational inference, the posterior distribution over the latent variables H is approxi-

mated by a variational distribution:

P (H |D) ≈ Q(H) (1.34)

The variational distribution Q(H) is restricted to belong to a family of distributions of simpler

form than P (H |D). This family is selected with the intention that Q can be made very similar

to the true posterior. The difference between Q and this true posterior is measured in terms of

a dissimilarity function d(Q, P ) and hence inference is performed by selecting the distribution

Q that minimises d. One choice of dissimilarity function where this minimisation is tractable

is the Kullback–Leibler divergence.
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1.8.1 Kullback–Leibler divergence

The Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence [??] will be used throughout this thesis as the measure

of dissimilarity between the variational distribution and the true posterior. It is an entropy-

like measure, defined as

KL(Q ||P ) =

∫

X

Q(x) log
Q(x)

P (x)
dx (1.35)

where log is the natural logarithm4. The KL divergence has the property of being zero if

Q is equal to P and positive otherwise. For those with a background in source coding, the

KL divergence can be interpreted as the average number of nats5 that would be wasted if

we encoded samples from a distribution Q, using a perfect encoder that was optimised for

samples from P [?].

The KL divergence is not a true distance measure as it is not symmetric: in general,

KL(Q ||P ) 6= KL(P ||Q). This is an important distinction to make when we are minimising

the KL divergence between an approximating distribution Q and a distribution P . As illus-

trated by the examples of Figure 1.6, minimising KL(Q ||P ) will favour settings of Q whose

probability mass all lies within regions of high probability under P , but without requiring

that all such areas are covered. In contrast, minimising KL(P ||Q) will favour Q distributions

which cover all the areas of high probability under P even if this involves assigning high

probability to areas of low probability under P .

(a) x

P(x)

Q(x)

(b)

P(x)

x

Q(x)

Figure 1.6: Illustration of the asymmetry of the KL divergence. If the distribution P is
bimodal and the approximating distribution Q is unimodal then (a) minimising KL(Q ||P )
will give a Q distribution with almost all probability mass in one mode of P and negligible
mass in the other mode (b) minimising KL(P ||Q) will give a Q distribution that covers both
modes but which also places high probability mass in the space between them (where P (x)
is actually negligible).

4Throughout this thesis, log x will be used to mean the natural logarithm of x, except where the base of
the logarithm is specified in a subscript. For example, log

2
x is the logarithm to base 2 of x.

5A nat (natural unit) is a unit of information content. It is similar to a bit (binary unit), but is based on
the natural logarithm rather than the logarithm to base 2, so 1 nat = log

2
e bits.
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1.8.2 Minimising the divergence

Choosing the KL divergence as the measure of dissimilarity between the variational approx-

imation Q(H) and the true posterior P (H |D) means that it will be necessary to minimise

either

KL(Q ||P ) =

∫

H

Q(H) log
Q(H)

P (H |D)
dH (1.36)

or

KL(P ||Q) =

∫

H

P (H |D) log
P (H |D)

Q(H)
dH. (1.37)

Neither of these can be evaluated directly without knowing P (H |D), which is assumed in-

tractable or approximate methods would not be necessary. However, in Equation 1.36 we can

make the substitution P (H |D) = P(H,D)/P(D) and write:

KL(Q ||P ) =

∫

H

Q(H) log
Q(H)P (D)

P (H,D)
dH

=

∫

H

Q(H) log
Q(H)

P (H,D)
dH +

∫

H

Q(H) log P (D) dH

=

∫

H

Q(H) log
Q(H)

P (H,D)
dH + log P (D) (1.38)

In this equation, the last term does not depend on Q, making it necessary only to minimise

the first term. Let us define a quantity L(Q) to be the negative of this first term:

L(Q)
def
=

∫

H

Q(H) log P (H,D) dH −

∫

H

Q(H) log Q(H) dH (1.39)

= 〈log P (H,D)〉Q(H) + H(Q), (1.40)

where the notation 〈.〉Q as been introduced to indicate an expectation with respect to the

distribution Q and H(Q) is the entropy of Q. If our joint distribution is a Gibbs distribution

(defined in Section 1.4.3), then

log P (H,D) = −E(H,D) − log Z (1.41)

where E is an energy function and Z is a normalisation constant. We then choose an appropri-

ate form of Q distribution whose entropy is calculable and which also allows the expectation

of E(H,D) to be computed. The value of L(Q) may then be found and maximised using

standard optimisation methods, so as to minimise the KL divergence.

Note that the same trick cannot be used to calculate KL(P ||Q) as this would require

calculating the expectation of log Q(H) under the true posterior P (H |D), which must be

intractable or we would not need to use approximate methods. Being constrained to minimise

KL(Q ||P ) instead of KL(P ||Q) means that the optimal Q distribution will have its mass

in some regions where P has high probability but may have low probability in other regions
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where P has high probability (such as in the example of Fig. 1.6a). In other words, the

optimal Q distribution will generally be more compact than P .

The are other methods for finding an approximate posterior which use the KL divergence.

Expectation propagation [??] is a recently developed algorithm where the approximate poste-

rior Q(x) consists of a normalised product of terms t̃i(x) each approximating a corresponding

term ti(x) in the true posterior. This approximation is made by minimising the divergence

KL(P̂i ||Q) where P̂i is the normalised product of one term of the true posterior ti and all

the remaining approximate terms {t̃j}j 6=i. As the optimisation process depends on the cur-

rent overall approximation, the process is iterative and terms can be refined in any order.

Hence, refinement of terms proceeds in a similar fashion to the way factors are updated in

variational inference. Whilst expectation propagation will not be investigated further as part

of this thesis, in Chapter 6 I propose some further work involving expectation propagation

and its relation to variational inference.

1.8.3 Variational model selection

The quantity L(Q) plays a useful role in the task of model selection. Let us reintroduce the

conditioning on the model H into our probability distributions. We can now view the KL

divergence as the difference between L(Q) and the log evidence given the model H:

KL(Q ||P ) = log P (D |H) − L(Q). (1.42)

Given that the KL divergence must be zero or positive, it follows that

L(Q) ≤ log P (D |H) (1.43)

and so L(Q) provides a lower bound on the log evidence, with the difference being the KL

divergence (as illustrated in Figure 1.7). It follows that if Q is optimised to be a good

approximation in terms of KL divergence, then the bound will be tight and L(Q) will provide

a good approximation to the log evidence. From Equation 1.15, the posterior probability of

a particular model Hi given the data is:

P (Hi |D) =
P (D |Hi)P (Hi)

P (D)
(1.44)

≈
exp(Li(Qi))P (Hi)

P (D)
, (1.45)

where Li(Qi) is the lower bound for the model Hi and Qi has been optimised to minimise

KL divergence. Assuming that P (Hi) is a uniform prior, we may then make an approximate

ranking amongst models by evaluating Li(Qi). In this way, the variational approach provides

a method of comparing many different Bayesian models objectively.
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log P (D)

L(Q)

KL(Q||P )

Figure 1.7: The quantity L(Q) provides a lower bound on the log evidence, log P (D), with
the difference being given by the KL divergence, KL(Q ||P ). By maximising L(Q), we can
minimise the KL divergence since the log evidence is fixed with respect to Q.

1.8.4 Factorised Q distribution

As mentioned previously, we want to choose a variational distribution Q(H) with a simpler

dependency structure than that of the model so as to make the calculation of the lower bound

L(Q) tractable. One way to simplify the dependency structure is by choosing a variational

distribution where disjoint groups of variables are independent. This is equivalent to choosing

Q to have a factorised form

Q(H) =
∏

i

Qi(Hi), (1.46)

where {Hi} are the disjoint groups of variables. It is essential to remember that Q is an

approximation to the posterior distribution conditioned on the observed data. Choosing a

Q distribution which is factorised does not mean that the relationships between groups of

variables in the original model are in any way lost or ignored. All that it means is that any

dependencies between such variables that remain given the observations, will not be captured

in the approximation. In cases where we expect the posterior distribution to be tightly peaked

around a single mode, neglecting such dependencies will still lead to a good approximation.

Substituting this form of Q into our expression for L(Q) in Equation 1.40 gives

L(Q) = 〈log P (H,D)〉∏
i Qi(Hi) −

∫

H

∏

i

Qi(Hi)
∑

j

log Qj(Hj) dH

=

∫

H

∏

i

Qi(Hi) log P (H,D) dH −
∑

i

∫

Hi

Qi(Hi) log Qi(Hi) dHi. (1.47)

Now separate out terms in one factor Qj

L(Q) =

∫

Hj

Qj(Hj)〈log P (H,D)〉∏
i6=j Qi(Hi) dHj + H(Qj) +

∑

i6=j

H(Qi) (1.48)
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and define

Q∗
j (Hj) =

1

Z
exp

(

〈log P (H,D)〉∏
i6=j Qi(Hi)

)

, (1.49)

where Z is the normalisation factor needed to make Q∗ a valid probability distribution. The

bound may now be written as

L(Q) =

∫

Hj

Qj(Hj) log Q∗
j (Hj) dHj − log Z + H(Qj) +

∑

i6=j

H(Qi) (1.50)

= −KL(Qj ||Q
∗
j ) − log Z +

∑

i6=j

H(Qi). (1.51)

The last two terms do not depend on Qj and so L(Q) is maximised with respect to Qj by

minimising KL(Qj ||Q
∗
j ). As described earlier, the KL divergence between two distributions

has a minimum value of zero which only occurs where the distributions are equal. Thus the

bound can be maximised by setting Qj = Q∗
j . This solution for this optimal distribution Q∗

j

can be compactly written in terms of its logarithm:

log Q∗
j (Hj) = 〈log P (H,D)〉∼Q(Hj) + const. (1.52)

which introduces the notation 〈.〉∼Q(Hj) to mean an expectation with respect to all factors

except Q(Hj). This is an implicit solution as it depends on the settings of the remaining

factors {Q(Hi)}i6=j . It follows that L(Q) can be maximised by picking each factor in turn,

updating it using Equation 1.49 and then repeating the entire procedure until convergence.

Consequently, L(Q) will increase monotonically throughout the optimisation. The bound

L(Q) can be evaluated at any point and so convergence can be diagnosed when the increase

in the bound is negligible over the course of an iteration across all the factors. The inference

process is summarised in Algorithm 1.1.

Algorithm 1.1 Variational Inference with a factorised Q distribution

1. Initialise Q distributions for all factors.

2. For each factor j, update Qj distribution to maximise lower bound using Equation 1.52.

3. Calculate the new value of the lower bound L(Q).

4. If increase in bound is negligible, stop. Otherwise repeat from step 2.
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N

µ γ

xi

Figure 1.8: The Bayesian network for a probabilistic model that represents a set of N observed
data points with a Gaussian distribution of mean µ and precision γ. The rectangle is a plate,
which indicates that the contained node and its connected edges are duplicated N times.

1.8.5 Example: a univariate Gaussian model

Consider the simple probabilistic model H that represents a set of observed one-dimensional

data {xi}
N
i=1 with a univariate Gaussian distribution of mean µ and precision γ:

P (x |H) =
N∏

i=1

N (xi |µ, γ−1). (1.53)

The Bayesian network for this model is shown in Fig. 1.8. Note the use of a plate to

indicate N copies of the node x, to save having to draw N individual indexed nodes. The

parameters µ and γ are the latent variables in this model and variational inference can be

used to learn an approximate posterior distribution over µ and γ given the data. However,

it is first necessary to complete the model by defining prior distributions over µ and γ. To

make inference tractable, conjugate priors are chosen,6

P (µ) = N (µ |m, β−1) (1.54)

P (γ) = Gamma(γ | a, b), (1.55)

where the Gamma distribution is parameterised as defined in Appendix A.3. The variational

distribution is chosen to be fully factorised:

Q(µ, γ) = Qµ(µ)Qγ(γ). (1.56)

The choice of conjugate priors means that the optimal Q distributions have the same form as

the corresponding factors in P ,

Qµ(µ) = N (µ |m′, β′−1) (1.57)

Qγ(γ) = Gamma(γ | a′, b′), (1.58)

and so inference involves updating the set of variational parameters θ = {m′, β′, a′, b′}. Ap-

6For full conjugacy, we could use a Normal-Gamma prior over both µ and γ. However, this would lead to
an exact solution and would not demonstrate the use of a separable variational distribution.
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plying Equation 1.49 gives

β′ = β + N〈γ〉 (1.59)

m′ =
1

β′

(

βm + 〈γ〉
N∑

i=1

xi

)

(1.60)

a′ = a +
N

2
(1.61)

b′ = b +
1

2

N∑

i=1

(x2
i − 2xi〈µ〉 + 〈µ2〉), (1.62)

where all expectations are with respect to the Q distribution. Inference proceeds by applying

Equations 1.59–1.62 until convergence.

At convergence, the variational distribution over the parameters will be the separable

distribution closest to the true posterior, in terms of KL divergence. To illustrate this with

an example, consider the data set of just four samples from a Gaussian distribution with mean

5 and standard deviation 1. The model parameters are chosen to give broad priors over µ and

γ, by setting m = 0, β = 0.001, a = 0.001 and b = 0.001. Figure 1.9a shows the variational

posterior Q over µ and γ, along with the true posterior P . The distributions can be seen

to be similar, particularly in areas of high probability under P , but differ in shape where

the separable variational solution is unable to capture correlations between the two variables.

Note that minimising the KL(Q ||P ) has favoured a Q distribution that lies inside P . By this

I mean that it has avoided assigning high probability to any areas of low probability under P ,

at the cost of assigning near zero probability to some relatively probable areas. This effect is

due to the constraint of using a separable distribution and minimising KL(Q ||P ) rather than

KL(P ||Q). Figure 1.9b shows the actual distribution the data points were sampled from,

together with the four data points and samples from the variational posterior, showing the

uncertainty in the inferred mean and precision.

To obtain an estimate of the log evidence, the bound L(Q) can be calculated using Equa-

tion 1.47 and the distribution entropies given in Appendix A:

L(Q) =
N

2
[〈log γ〉 − log 2π] −

〈γ〉

2

N∑

i=1

[
x2

i − 2xi〈µ〉 + 〈µ2〉
]

+
1

2

[
log β − β(〈µ2〉 − 2m〈µ〉 + m2)

]
−

1

2

[
log β′ − 1

]

+ [a log b + a〈log γ〉 − b〈γ〉 − log Γ(a)]

−
[
a′ log b′ + a′〈log γ〉 − b′〈γ〉 − log Γ(a′)

]
(1.63)

where, again, all expectations are with respect to Q.
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Figure 1.9: (a) Variational and true posterior over the mean µ and precision γ of a Gaussian
given four samples from it. The priors over the parameters were P (µ) = N (0, 1000) and
P (γ) = Gamma(0.001, 0.001). (b) The actual distribution the samples were drawn from
(thick line) along with the four samples taken (crosses). The dashed lines show distributions
whose parameters are samples from the variational posterior.

1.8.6 Comparison to Maximum A Posteriori

The above method gave a posterior distribution over the parameters µ and γ. It might seem

more intuitive to determine optimal single values of µ and γ. This can be achieved using a

variational distribution consisting of delta function distributions

Qµ(µ) = δ(µ |µ′) (1.64)

Qγ(γ) = δ(γ | γ′) (1.65)

where the variational parameters µ′ and γ′ are the single values of the parameters which are

to be optimised by maximising L(Q).

From Equation 1.47, the bound is

L(Q) = 〈log P (x, µ, γ)〉 (1.66)

= log P (x, µ′, γ′) (1.67)
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and thus maximising the bound simply corresponds to maximising the posterior probability

with respect to the parameters, a method which is known as Maximum A Posteriori (MAP).

This gives the following update equations, which can again be solved iteratively:

µ′ =
βm + γ′

∑N
i=1 xi

β + Nγ′
(1.68)

γ′ =
N + 2(a − 1)

2b +
∑N

i=1(xi − µ′)2
(1.69)

Such maximisation methods have a number of problems. Firstly, the uncertainty in the

parameters is no longer being represented, which leads to over-fitting – the situation where

a model fits the observed data too tightly, so that it is unable to generalise to new data.

Secondly, the optimal values given by the maximisation depend on the parameterisation of

the distribution function – it is basis dependent. If we make a nonlinear change of basis from

some parameter θ to a new parameter u = f(θ), the probability density is transformed to

P (u) = P (θ)

∣
∣
∣
∣

∂θ

∂u

∣
∣
∣
∣
. (1.70)

The maximum of P (u) will typically not be the same as the maximum of P (θ). By using

variational distributions over the parameters that are not delta distributions, the variational

approach is made invariant to reparameterisation of the model, as the variational posterior

distributions are transformed with the parameters. In other words, standard variational

inference (without delta distributions) is not basis dependent.

To illustrate this difference, consider reparameterising the Gaussian model by making the

transformation ν = log γ. The prior on γ must be transformed to give the prior on ν

P (ν|a, b) = P (γ|a, b)

∣
∣
∣
∣

∂γ

∂ν

∣
∣
∣
∣

(1.71)

= P (γ|a, b) γ (1.72)

The MAP estimate of ν is now given by

ν ′ = log

(

N + 2a

2b +
∑N

i=1(xi − µ′)2

)

(1.73)

which gives a different answer from that of Equation 1.69. In contrast, optimising the varia-

tional posterior by applying Equation 1.52 to the transformed model leads to the same update

equations as for the untransformed model (Equations 1.59–1.62).

It is worth noting that, in many applications, only a single value of a latent variable can

be used and so maximisation methods must be applied. An example of this is a decoder in a

communications system, which must infer which codeword was sent over a noisy channel, given

the received signal. As only a single symbol can be output by the decoder, a maximisation

method must be used to select the most probable transmitted codeword.
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1.8.7 Example: a Gaussian mixture model

We will now consider another example of variational inference, this time using a mixture

model. Mixture models [??, Section 2.6] provide one way of obtaining distributions with a

richer probability density than simple exponential family distributions. In a mixture model,

the distribution over a variable x is a weighted sum of a number of simple distributions

P (x | {πk}, {θk}) =
K∑

k=1

πkPk(x |θk) (1.74)

where each Pk is a simple distribution with parameters θk and a corresponding mixture

coefficient πk which indicates the weight of the distribution in the weighted sum. The K

mixture coefficients must sum to one.

In a Gaussian mixture model, each of the mixture components is a Gaussian distribution

with its own mean µk and precision γk and so the distribution is

P (x | {πk}, {µk}, {γk}) =
K∑

k=1

πkN (x |µk, γ
−1
k ). (1.75)

It is important to note that the logarithm of this distribution (or indeed any mixture distribu-

tion) cannot be found analytically, because it contains a summation. It follows that, if we use

a mixture distribution as a conditional distribution in our model, variational inference will

not be tractable as we will not be able to evaluate 〈log P (H,D)〉Q during the optimisation of

the Q distribution.

To solve this problem, we introduce an additional latent variable λ for the data point x

which indicates which component distribution the data point was drawn from. Thus, λ is a

discrete variable with one of K values, corresponding to one of the K component distributions.

The distribution may now be written as

P (x |λ, {µk}, {γk}) =
K∏

k=1

N (X |µk, γ
−1
k )δ(λ,k) (1.76)

where the discrete function δ(λ, k) is 1 if λ = k and 0 otherwise. Consequently, the value of

λ will ‘pick out’ the corresponding mixture distribution from the product. If we then assign

a prior P (λ) over λ, the marginal distribution of X is given by

P (x | {µk}, {γk}) =
K∑

λ=1

P (λ)
K∏

k=1

N (x |µk, γ
−1
k )δ(λ,k) (1.77)

=

K∑

λ=1

P (λ)N (x |µk, γ
−1
k ) (1.78)

which gives us the desired mixture distribution of Equation 1.75, with P (λ = k) replacing
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N

K
π µk γk

xiλi

Figure 1.10: The Bayesian network for a probabilistic model which represents a set of N
observed data points by a mixture of Gaussian distributions. The top plate contains the K
sets of component means and precisions. A discrete variable λi has been introduced for each
data point to indicate from which mixture component it has been drawn.

the mixture coefficients πk.

We can now define a mixture model H which represents a set of observed one-dimensional

data {xi}
N
i=1 with a Gaussian mixture distribution

P (x |H) =

N∏

i=1

K∏

k=1

N (xi |µk, γ
−1
k )δ(λi,k) (1.79)

where a separate indicator variable λi has been introduced for each data point. These indicator

variables are given distributions governed by a hyperparameter π, such that

P (λi = k |π) = πk (1.80)

where πk is the kth element of the vector π. We complete the definition of the model by

defining conjugate priors over each of the parameters7

P (µk) = N (µk |m, β−1) (1.81)

P (γk) = Gamma(γk | a, b) (1.82)

P (π) = Dirichlet(π |u), (1.83)

where the Dirichlet distribution is as defined in Appendix A.5. The Bayesian network for the

complete model is shown in Figure 1.10.

Once again, the variational distribution is chosen to be fully factorised with respect to all

the latent variables

Q({µk}, {γk}, {λi},π) = Qπ(π)
K∏

k=1

Qµk
(µk)Qγk

(γk)
N∏

i=1

Qλi
(λi). (1.84)

7A separable prior over µk and γk has be chosen for simplicity. The use of a Normal-Gamma prior would
mean that the variational posterior over these two parameters would not be separable, leading to a slightly
improved approximation.
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When optimised, the factors of Q have the same form as the corresponding factors in P

Qµk
(µk) = N (µk |m

′
k, β

′−1
k ) (1.85)

Qγk
(γk) = Gamma(γk | a

′
k, b

′
k) (1.86)

Qπ(π) = Dirichlet(π |u′) (1.87)

and Qλi
(λi) is a K-valued discrete distribution. Applying Equation 1.49 leads to the following

update equations for the variational parameters

β′
k = β +

N∑

i=1

Qλi
(k)〈γk〉 (1.88)

m′
k =

1

β′
k

(

βm + 〈γk〉
N∑

i=1

Qλi
(k)xi

)

(1.89)

a′k = a +
1

2

N∑

i=1

Qλi
(k) (1.90)

b′k = b +
1

2

N∑

i=1

Qλi
(k)(x2

i − 2xi〈µk〉 + 〈µ2
k〉) (1.91)

u′
k = uk +

N∑

i=1

Qλi
(k) (1.92)

and Qλi
is updated using

log Qλi
(k) = 〈log πk〉 + 〈logN (xi |µk, γ

−1
k )〉 − log Zi

= 〈log πk〉 + 1

2

[
〈log γk〉 − 〈γk〉(x

2
i − 2xi〈µk〉 + 〈µ2

k〉)
]
− log Z ′

i (1.93)

where Z ′
i is a normalisation factor set to ensure that

∑K
k=1 Qλi(k) = 1 for all i. Variational

inference can then be performed in this model by applying Equations 1.88–1.93 iteratively.

Mixture of Gaussians model applied to toy one-dimensional data

We now apply this model to some toy data. The data consists of 150 samples from a mixture of

three Gaussian components with means (0, 0, 6), precisions (50, 1, 0.3) and mixture coefficients

(0.2, 0.4, 0.4). The model was set to have five mixture components (K = 5) which is more

than required and so some may be ‘switched off’ during optimisation. The other parameters

were set to give broad priors: m = 0, β = 0.001, a = 0.001, b = 0.001 and uk = 1 for all k.

The model was trained variationally to find an optimal separable approximation to the

true posterior. In the trained model, two of the five mixture components were not used8, as no

data points were assigned to them, showing that the correct number of components had been

8During variational optimisation of mixtures, it is possible for more mixture components to be retained
in the converged solution than necessary (although that has not happened here). When this occurs, pruning
unnecessary components results in an increase in L(Q).
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inferred. The expected values of the component means under the approximate posterior were

(0.03, 0.10, 6.36), their expected precisions were (48.8, 0.74, 0.26) and the expected mixture

coefficients were (0.21, 0.42, 0.37). Figure 1.11 shows the true source distribution along with

distributions whose parameters have been sampled from the approximate separable distribu-

tion. This shows that the uncertainty in the source distribution, given the relatively small

amount of data, has been captured by the trained model.

−4 −2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7
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0.9

x

P
(x

)

Figure 1.11: Diagram showing the true mixture of Gaussians distribution (thick line) used
to generate the 120 data points, along with four distributions whose parameters have been
sampled from the separable variational posterior trained on these data (dashed lines).

Mixture of Gaussians model applied to toy two-dimensional data

A straightforward extension of this model allows the use of d-dimensional data {xi} by using

a mixture of multivariate Gaussian distributions with diagonal inverse covariance matrices.

In the modified model, each mean is now a d-dimensional vector µk and the entries on the

diagonal of each the inverse covariance matrix form a d-dimensional vector γk.

The update equations for the factor distributions over the elements of these vectors are

the same as for the corresponding variables in the univariate case. In fact, the only update

equation that has changed is the one for Qλi
, which becomes

log Qλi
(k) = 〈log πk〉 + 1

2

d∑

j=1

[
〈log γk,j〉 − 〈γk,j〉(x

2
i,j − 2xi,j〈µk,j〉 + 〈µ2

k,j〉)
]
− log Zi. (1.94)

This multi-dimensional model can be applied to the two-dimensional toy data set of Fig-

ure 1.12a. The model was set to have K = 20 mixture components with broad priors on
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Figure 1.12: (a) 500 two-dimensional data points sampled from a mixture of Gaussians model
with nine components of equal weight. (b) Probability contours of the mixture model whose
parameters are set to their expected values under the approximate variational distribution.

all other parameters, as in the previous example. In the trained model, only nine compo-

nents were retained, the rest being assigned zero weight. Figure 1.12b shows the contours

of the probability distribution over x using the expected values of all parameters under the

variational posterior.

The bound for this fitted model evaluates to −1019 nats = −1470 bits which gives an

estimate of the log evidence for the data given the model. In Section 2.4, the log evidence

for a number of other models will be estimated using the same data, allowing us to perform

Bayesian model selection and so find a better model for this toy data set.

1.9 Overview

In this chapter, I have introduced the concepts of probabilistic models and Bayesian inference.

I have shown that message-passing algorithms, like belief propagation, allow for inference to

be performed using local computation in graphical models. Given the intractability of exact

inference in many models, I have focussed on variational inference as a useful approximate

inference method which is deterministic, gives an analytic approximation to the posterior,

and allows for model selection using a bound on the evidence for the model. In Chapter 2, I

will bring these elements together to provide a general purpose variational inference algorithm

which is also based on message-passing in a graph. This algorithm will provide a framework

for inference and model selection that can be used in a wide range of applications.

The framework is applied to two applications in Chapters 3 and 4, where I investigate

the problems of modelling image subspaces and DNA microarrays respectively. Finally, in

Chapter 5, the inference algorithm is extended to provide an improved approximation by

using variational distributions that can retain posterior dependencies between variables.
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